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Fundamental to a conceptual understanding of the personnel function, is
the assumptions which one makes about man.
Whatever approaches are developed'
towards people in work organisations must have a bearing on one's concept of
man.
If for instance one views1 man as inherently lazy and stupidi one's action
will mirror this belief.
There are those who believe that particular species of
mankind are more stupid than others, and whether those species are defined by
sex,

race or colour,

such a belief must have its manifestation in overt acts..

This section attempts to review the theoretical and conceptual background
which may well shape much personnel practice today.
SOME LINES OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT

Any attempt to sketch the historical outlines of Management thought,'must'
have in its background the work of Frederick Taylor, who has come to be kh6wh
as 'The Father of Scientific Management1'."; Much of the current work study
programmes and industrial engineering techniques continue to draw from'
Frederick Taylor.
Taylor after a'series of experiments involving people at
work,

°:

emerged with

the following three principles:-

.

■..•■-•

(1)
''

Managers must collect all1 knowledge which is traditionally possessed
bycthe workmen and reduce
this to rules,, laws and" formulae^

(2)

All possible brainwork should be remjved from the shop and centered
in the planning department.

,

'

-

(3) ! Management must control each step of the Management process.
Whit Taylor is suggesting therefore,

longer depend solely on

is that the

the ability and ingenuity of

labour process must no
the worker,

but must'

depend-on" the extent to which a group of people called "Management"':'are
able to pull from the worker
then use those

this body of knowledge,

formulations to control

pulled this' knowledge.

The

formulate

laws,

:

and

the very workers from whom they have

second principle which flows

from the

first seems

to reinforce the view'that the worker must be denied the opportunity to
exercise
is

done

His creativity,
elsewhere.

he :must become

---'■■■

a mechanical

:

.

It might be interesting to reflect

whether: in the design of our

'

■

robot while

.

'

.

'] "

the brainwork'

..-,..■

on work in our society,

to determine

jobs we fiave also stripped the masses of working "

people of their right to exercise their creativity and initiative.'
approach to the design of work

Such ah'"

and organisations must stem from assumption

about man', and'perhaps more" specifically.a contempt of man.
Taylor himself
went on : to describe the kind of man that hfe was looking' for given his
principles^-- :

:r

'

.

. :

■'

■;...

..-.>■•.'■■,

.

.

-

■

:
■

"'He is not an extraordinary mani difficult to find, he is merely a
man, more or less the type of ox - heavy both mentally and
'
physically".

.

■
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It is interesting however, to reflect on the analysis of the effects of' v:
such a work organisation on man. Karl Mark in reviewing man at work in such

organisations wrote:- ' ' ■

■

■ ...

■' '■>" ■

•■•

' ■

...

:'

■

- l

: ■ ■ , -, /■.;.-.. ^

:; -"Man does not affirm himself, but denies .himself /He does not --■'■"

'

,.-,.'.,'. '^dev<fl'oP freely his physical and. mental energy, but mortifies';
■ ■''■ /'^ his'body arid ruins his mind. 'He is at-home when he is not

1

■

;

'working; ■and-when he:is working he" is riot: at home. V 2,' ■;

-■■: ■ ■'"'

■. '■>;.':■:

-1(- .^hi?, ^pt(lydesCribes TaYlorls workplace. -. a situation where people feel

ali'enV arid where they are defied an environment in which they could self-?

actualise.

.

■'

'

•.■..■■■,■.,.■ •■.. -. -;' ".

■ ■ ■

.

,■.,;,

; ; .<.-

\ ^

, .

...

Following Taylor, other organisation theorists' attempted to raise'new■ ^':;
issues.
It is significant, however,, that in most subsequent work much of
^X^r!'® ,fundament!als; remained intact. The basics of job; design and' work

study were treated as gi'Ven/'W^ an attempt made to apply"■ :the"' cosmetics of v-;human relations to the ugly sore of expibitation. festering beneath." The"^" :-r>

birth of the "Human Relations School of, Management" is associated'with ■ "^"i'.-■'■-;
Elton Mayo,! aricT his Hawthorne experiments.' 3

■

'*; '

.

, ■

: ■

:-

•: --h. v!

. j ,.> v^ 7!hf .>imP°>x*t:.aT1P^; :o:f tne Hawthorne Studies have come to be seen in-terms of
demonstrating the; importance of• informal groups within organisationsi People
designing organisations and those managing
to take note
gg 4Ljm ware urged
g
note of
of
t^is
^. fPIP?:^
f?** feature,
ft
and.
d to,
t use it
its existence
i
to aid in the management of
human" resources.'

':

'*'""■•

'*

■ ■

'-■

'..,

.

'

.

, ■ ^ •

.

'

> . '

Blumberg
in a searching analysis has however argued that just as
significant' ifi those st'ucfies was the role of participation by the workers;

The iss.,ue of participation in the Hawthorne studies has always been down-

playedV' -Indeed subsequent researchers (e.g.. Likert) have also demonstrated • .'

the importance o^ self-determination and participator/ management iii increasing

productivity and decreasing alienation.'

.,..:':\ '■■:;';",-.,':\"/rl; ■;■■■.■"■'■

-

'

.

'

;

•■.■■■' .;-.

: .'■ /* ;:; .;,

■'■

-

•::

-■ •■■•■- -^

'There also: emerged iri; Mariae^ment Literature, mucH'discussion .about ■

"

>"'

theories '6"f\Motivation.■ yMaslow^ postulated .that >11 individuals have a set '

°^. .^a-s^',nee^ whipn' 'may be seen as'a hierarchy, of needs, ahd\ thaH: one needs
to1 satisfy each layer: of heeds1, and at times satisfaction of a lower' layer -

!.

is a precondition for the higher level need to become a motivator; Briefly
his levels went from basic.physiological needs-(need for food, sex): safety
needs; love needs, esteem1needs and*at the top- of the pyramid - the need for
SelifcActuaiizaifiori; ■"': ■' :■
lJ"
■'"■ ■'' ■ ■■'■''■ -:'■■■■ :; ■ ■■■
'■■. .■ ' .r- ,_.

. ■^isyth'inkiil^' 'influenced the'management 6$ human resources a's: people" i -

attempted to develop approaches which would allow'the-gradual satisfaction1 '

of these needs. "'Maslow himself recognised however,; that this;: hierarchy is by
no means rigid.

research our

What is critical therefore,

is that we in our society

workforce understand those factors which are most important

for worker" motivation' and satisfaction. .

' ■'*'■ '

*

:

:

:;

;
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Organisational theo-v «i -o '.H.tnessed the work of Douglas McGregor.

6

McGregor,-argued that Management may now-hold one of two basic s^srfO^ewS

about workers; because he claimed, he did :not.like labels, he called the^n ..r.

Theor:y *X'

assumptions:- ■

,

-•

■

■■

'■

. ■

■

■

..

■ ■

■

(1) "Management is responsible for organising the" elements of -

productive enterprise - money, materials, equipment, people -

' iri'the interest of economic ends.

. '

(2)

With respect to people, this is^ a'process of directing^their

(3)

Without this active inte:rvention by management people would be
passive - even resistant - to organisational needs. They must

•

. h'
>*■•■■■'■

efforts," motivating/them,"controlling-their actions andmodifying their behaviour to fit :the needs of the organisation.

therefore be persuaded, rewarded, punished, controlled, their '
■activities must be "directed,*
' ' '
',
. ,: v.".,..

Behind this McGregor

■"■ :

saw several assumptions about man:-

■"■' : (a) ; thaif the 'average man 'is :b'y': nature indolent,

■>-.:.■■■'.'■ !•:•:.'-) » ^e WOrks"as little as'possible^' '■■-' ;

.

_

"

:-, ('i-.-

,;;

^\\\ ■

:.-^-•;--:: ■• ;(b):;'heiacks:ambltionV.disfi^esresp6nsibility, -prefers-to J

'•■<

*j \ ^

be led.

these approaches will nor provide t.iem the^opportunity -~.

7~~~Ji~i -

' > i-

The workers will therefore behave as this theory predicts - with indolence,-

passivity ;arid"iackW Vesponsibility - we woulci be caught'in a*'web of bur -,
own weavirig. ' •Are'we in such'a web in our sector?

-

- -

. —-

■/:../:.,;,

McGregor's second proposition outlines different dimensions "Theory Y.
The bas'ic postulates "of these are! as; follows:"'
' ' ' ''
" -' *;
, .... ;
(1)

(2)
- ■'.';?>■<'■

People are not by nature passive.
They have become so as a
result of experiences in organisation. 1, ;; .;
--: -,...'■_-'.■■.:-:4■■-'■
'

._

THe raotivitibri, the potential for development, the capacity for
f
assuming'resp6risibility of ■managemeht'to make it possible for people
"

"■

■ J-

■

• deVel6p:;these characteristics.

'-''■"•

'■;■■■''

This suggests then, providing the organisational environment for releasing
potential, encouraging growth and removing obstacles;... Are.^pr.epared to
provide s.uch an, environment in our organisation?

...
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It is instructive that all the theories we have looked at so far have
emerged from a particular socio-economic system - the American capitalist
-l
system.
But even in American society, these assumptions have been having. _
their alienating effects on workers.
A recent study on work in America

notes

in its

findings:-

.

.

"Significant numbers of American workers are dissatisfied with

the quality of their working lives:

seemingly meaningless
autonomy,

tanks

duil, repetitive,

offering little challenges or

are causing discontent among workers at all
.
levels.
Productivity of the workers is low,

occupational

there

may be a consequent decline in physical and mental

health,

family stability and increases in drug and alcohol

addiction."

One must ask whether the effects on workers have not come because of
false assumptions, and the development of uncreative organisations resulting
from those false assumption:,.
What are the factors which seem likely to influence performance and
productivity of people.

himself;

and two,

One may suggest two broad factors:

the environment.

of skills and knowledge base,
is his environment.

One

is the man

The individual would have certain kinds

some aptitude,

education,

experience and second,

Ideally one may think about an ,internal work environment

and an external environment.
The internal work environment must be concerned, with a broad range of
issues;

the.relations.of. the man to his

supervisor;

physical

facilities,

job;

money,

authority patterns and leadership styles.
will, infringe oh man at:work,

political, environment,

The,external

includes social

social services etc.

develop personnel policies,

the relationship with his

communication patterns,

prevailing

environment which

and cultural values,

the

Any attempt therefore to

must be concerned with an analysis of these

variables.

The personnel Management function is normally seen as including the
following actiyities:-

(1)

Personnel Philosophy ..

.

.....

Organisations sought -toi develop their personnel functions within some
clearly defined framework..
in a Company Manual.

.Such a philosophical position.should be enshrined

It is against this background that the entire personnel

management function ought to operate.

■ (2) . Manpower Planning

.

. ..

Central to any serious personnel management function,

ought to be one

which focuses on planning for people.
Within this function the organization
ought to forecast its manpower needs.
This forecast ought to be based on the
organisation's planned objectives, and its existing labour force.
Meaningful

pamm/pa/7.-;
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manpower planning would force an; organisation to keep an up-to-date inventory
Of its Existing manpower, their 'aptitude, abilities etc.
In this planning

stage,;'the 'design "of jobs 'must be considered and job descriptions and

specifications^deVel'op^d.
It'is only against this background that realistic
recruitment and''selection programmes could be developed.
(3)

Recruitment and Selection

.

This activity must be concerned with developing-reliable and valid
criteria for selecting people fto

join the organisation.

' ; '('4) * Employee Appraisal and Development ■

; ■■ :

■

.

':*

■■■:».

:..- ..

■

■.:

;:.;

:

Here, personnel management must review the approaches used to approve

workers;''Appraisal systems are all too often punitive tools, and do little
for ^^development of -the' workers.

Not only must a-system:.tfrappraisal;:be:;;:

development oriented, but (/cher personnel'practices must have a similar; ; '».»
concern^'/Central to1 this of course will be decisions related to.training...-„
Tner:4must be developed rational guidelines for the identification of.; training
needs,

and for evaluating training undertaken.

(5)

!

:•

■'••: ■.'■■■

-

■.-.^^.■•\\r,yl:-::.

Wage and Salary Administration

The compensation package available to

orkers is also important.

One

must be concerned within..the..personnel:.function'.'about^the basis on which

wages and salaries rest; considerations of equity and fairplay are also crucial
(6)

Personnel Information Systems

"''■■' Information 'is- critical- for decision making.. Personnel decisipn making
is rib'exception.1 There ought to be developed systems to collect, analyse .and
store information about' workers'.
Such information ought, to go beyond,: r.; "..
traditional employment records, and must include aptitude, special; abilitiyr:.
and aspirations of ;staff. J: This development, necessitates ithe: development of;
a personnel research "function-.
Indeed, a periodic evaluation of one's, entire

personnel-'"function; ought" to be developed.

....

:'.;■'

.

.

.

>

:,.'.?

_.-■

■■!:]

w ■ : The study being :undertaken will review Personnel Practice and systems, in
the public sec-tor against ithis activity guideline-. ; .-. ';..

..

■

..

.. -;...■

,

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Once one accepts that the "development process must be concerned with
measures beyond pure National^Income figures,r a critical1 role for ,personnel
management emerges.
Development is also concerned with the extent to which
one is able to relate to and control one's environment:
the extent to which
people are well housed, well fed and well clothed.
It deals as well with the
extent to which people in a society can use their talents for the benefit of
society.
This means then, that one has to be concerned not merely with the
size of an economic pie but with its distribution, not merely with providing

pAmM/pa/7':
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jobs, but the^provision of work opportunities.which .would allowiself-fulfillment

and'maximum'utilisations of-, the:; ski 11s i mental and-:physical .energies of people
in society.

The orderihgvof jobs, and ..the relationship , of ;man to.the production

process'are therefore critical;

:It is one. of the challenges .of ^he personnel

functions to ensure that.organisations and jobs ,are,,so designed!toireduce the
mental and physical stress which may result from uncreative organisations and
stifling

job situation.

..>..■'

.

■"

. -.:

l:i-

■

!.. -

,"" ,

•

It',ls within the arena; of personnel "management. and .industrial relations
that wage bargaining iakesVplace,-.-«hich determines;in ..large, measure, income.

,.

disparities.
One must now become more concerned with the possible relation
ships between work and mental and,physical illness.., The,,perspnnel fimction
therefore

is

called

upon

to play a critical

roTeT"'

-r ,.--...... ^..,....1

.. ,

of Personnel Management. ; Ti.ese .approaches were not concerned with^ irhe developmerit' of' man, and-.the formation of work environments, conducive to productivity.

';6uV'"cHa'llerigc npw must be to re^design work organisatipns.-,. and to develop hew
management. styles centred around, man and his. development.,-,./;.

.; ■

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT'TN THE 'PUBLIC"
■

A Case Study of Trinidad and :TobagQ-

INTRODUCTION

; ;''' ' ""■

This Faction of the paper seeks''t'o'p£e&&irrm'w6rv±:eU'-&£'!-tihe Organisa• tiohal'-arrangements for "-the- exercise of the personnel ^function in the -public
l-;"sect"6*?V"<- It "will^also present a brief, insight in^o;the nature of .'personnel ;

practices in thevsectpr. Itiis essential for this aspect of the jjinalysis to
consider the'public'sector in.-..two segments. The rfirst. segment may;^. seen ..

to include the traditional public utilities (Water, public,transport, :,
,,.
' 'eiectrici'ty, ahd the: port authority), the other ;segment includes, the ,non^
traditional public sector organisations..

:

The structure and .fpproaphes(-,tp....:

personnel management shows marked differences between these' sectors.

An

ahalysrs !df'the: personnel function within the;public, utilities must begin with
a review of the institutional:-arrangements which impinge on:,their personnel,
practices.
Three organisations will be reviewed in this respect:

-■-:<-.. :."-".V;V f-V■:.-;-, - ■.."■>.,';•:>■;.'■,:;-!.• i:f :?V^W^-'
(i)
The Statutory Authorities Service Commission
; ' .'.-^(ii^v-The Office cf the Chief Personnel; Officer.. ;,;; ...
,r , .,.„.;
. .-.■•':'O:Tx('i-ii-)
The'Organisation and; Management Division '■;,..-■; ,.,.;...> .:: ■• y:.u;-i\
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INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS IN THE PUBLIC UTILITIES
I.

;'

.

The Statutory Authorities Service Commission
The Statutory Authorities Service Commi'ssion was established by the

Statutory-Service Act 1966.
No. 16 of 1966 which was proclaimed on the
1st January;I967The Act sought to create two organisations to deal with
the personnel function in respect of the monthly paid officers of the
Statutory Authorities which are declared to be subject to the Statutory
Authorities Act.

(a)'
'

so appointed;

(b)
- ■
:'

■■■■'--■

organisations

are:

The Statutory Authorities Service Commission which has the power1 !
to appoint persons to be or act as officers and to transfer,
~ ~promote, remove and exercise disciplinary control over persons :
'

■

•■'■■'■ '■• ■

The

and

'

:

; ■■■■■■.

A Personnel Organisation which has the responsibility for conditions
of service including classification of posts, remuneration}^'' '■

;Ca'dministerihg of the regulations respecting the'service of the
"Statutory Authorities, grievances and terms"1 arid condition's of
-employment.; :: ■
"
: '

^- '

"lThe Act provides1 that until1 the Personnel Organisation is established ■■>'■■■

the Personnel Department established-'uh'der, section'14 of the Civil Service1'""^

AcJt-1965»: shall be responsible for the-: exercise and perfbrnianc6! of the '

powers and'duties of the Personnel Organisation.

■■'

This in eftect means that■''

the Chief Personnel Officer in addition to his responsibilities^ to the'
wider Civil Service* with respect to classification, remuneration and

;

:

administering Of regulations, wil'l ai's'b^have responsibility' fdr^ the'*public

utilities.

■

•'

;-•'■■ '■ ■•>v>-.'-:x

::■

!■■ •

■-!

v-...- .

■

■

».->.■■

-<.,

■■■*.:

.-*■•«:,

There are sixteen 'tl6) Statutory Authorities which are subject
; \,
; .*
to the Statutory^Authorities Afcti' Of these the Commission has'delegate'd!:''' " *'"*■
some of its authority "'to threej narnely'i the tndiiStfial Development Corporation
the T^ater and-Sewerage-'Authority and the Port Authority.
The Authorities for

which:the Commission is?responsible are as follows:

"

'

. < '.■':,-

(l) Port of Spain Corporation
(2)■' ' Sari -Fernando Corporation
'
f(3')-;Arima'Corporatioh
-: ' ;
1 (4)jc\P.ort Authority1 '■■"•■ '; "
(5) !Public Transport Service Corporation
■ (6) V/ater and^'Sewerage Authority '
(7)-' :Sugar -Industry'Labour Welfare Committee
'
- (8)'^National Housing Authority
: '

(9)

(10)

(11)

(121)

Industrial Development Corporation

Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board

Cocoa and Coffee Industry Board
Central Marketing Agency

"
'

'

'

>:

:

"

:
:

.

v' ■"
'"'■ ■
'■■.' "'■'
>:
'.'■•
:
; r
■; , :i
'
':'

:

:

;

\ :.■■•''■ i . .

!

■ :; -'
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(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Sugar Industry Control Board
Agricultural Society of Trinidad and Tobago
Zoological Society of Trinidad and TobagOj .
Management Development"'Centrei" ~" '""
"

Approximately four, thousand monthly paid employees working in. these
authorities are subject to the Statutory Services Act.
The Statutory.

■..-,.

Authorities Services Commission has a staff of thirteen members to deal wi.th
this workylpad.

t,

>:.

-•

.

.

...

,. i

.,

This existing staff seems now to be totally inadequate to satisfactorily
perform .the functions of the department.
It is to be noted that except, for
a re-designation and re-classification of the posts of Executive Officer
from Administrative Officer IV, Accounting Assistant from Clerk,III, and

Clerk/Stenographer IV from Clerk/Stenographer III, there has been no change
in the staff establishment since the department was established.

In addition, to their own staff inadequacies there are other problems
which militate against the efficient operation of the.Statutory/Authorities
Service Commission.
One of these centres around the inadequacy of staff in the
the Statutory Authorities themselves.
Prior to the establishment of the
Service Commission the various Authorities recruited their own staff and
there were no stipulated job specifications for the posts.
Very.often therefore
recruits, to the posts, did not possess, adequt.1- qualifications for entry.
Given the practice of.promotion on. the basis of seniority,

many of these people

have risen in the organisation but do not have the knowledge or expertise,
to f unction >ef f iciently.,.

..

,

...

Another Issue affecting the performance of the Statutory Authorities.. -

Service Commission has been the existence of a large number of daily and weekly
paid

staff operating side by side with monthly paid

issues involved in.this situation.

staff.

There

are many

The Commission as ia now constituted.has

jurisdiction only over monthly paid staff.

The full significance of. this is

seen when one notes.that in some Statutory Authorities the Clerical .
establishments ^consists mainly of daily and weekly.paid staff. ...The Commissions
in this context then does not have jurisdiction over a significant,percentage
of critical staff.
One has however to place this problem in historical perspective..
hiring of daily paid and monthly paid staff,

The

has been. a.device used to get

around the long recruitment period which characterises monthly, paid staff
recruitment of the Service Commission.

Undoubtedly it.;has also :been >_an

important vehicle through which to dispense political patronage.

Initially

this category of worker was intended to fill short-term, needs.- it has
however now become

institutionalised,

daily paid workers for over ten years.

and,there

:

are many-people.who have been

..:.-'■

.'.

The daily and monthly paid staff are represented by different unions to
their monthly paid colleagues.

are therefore different,

The benefits to daily.and monthly paid staff

whilst there is much less security of tenure for the

PAMM/PA/7
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daily paid workers.
overtime

wages,

They however are able to earn fringe benefits such as

while ,the monthly paid staff cannot.

particularly since

they are performing the

of conflict however,

and is

Their co-existence,

same duties,

is

a

serious source

leading to tremendous morale problems

throughout

the Statutory Authorities.

The Statutory Authorities Service Commission has delegated some of its
authority to three Statutory bodies.
The delegation of powers are outlined
below:

(i)

To the Port Authority of Trinidad and Tobago:,

(a)
. ,f

.

.

■

Appointments: . The power to'make appointments (including
-acting appointments) to promote.arid confirm appointments
of .persons to offices in the Authority.

(b)

Transfers' ar,-I Secondments:

The power to approve of the

transfer or secondment of an officer in the service of 'the
Authority to the service'-of another Authority,- Body or':Organi- '
sation with which the Authority has contractual relations

'"

in relation of the performance of functions vested in the
Authority.

'

■

'

: ■

•;

■

-

' ■ r

•*

To the General Manager of the Port Authority of Trinidad' and Tobago,'

the power to exercise some aspects pf 'disciplinary cdritrol. '
(ii)

: '" ."

':

To the Industrial Development Corporation:

(r!)

.

;

\ .; ; ,

.

,Ac'tirig Appointmentsi Tne power to appoint persons to" act ;as
officers or servants of^'i^he' Corporation whether or not!ariy
such apt ing appointment ;is a. prelude .'to a substantive
appointment.

■

;-

(b) ' Appointments:
The^powe'r to appoint' persons to be officers or ,
servants of. the Corporation and to confirm such1 'persons in their
appointments.

(c)
:

■ ..

Tr'ahsfers:'

. ,

The power to transfer an officer;'or'servant of the

Corporation from an office in a grade

to ;a similar office in

the same grade with no alteration in n'i's Vehumeratibrt. ,

' ■; (d) Promotions:
The power^to promote officers; and; servants of ;the
i ' ; ;..-,..■.,; Corporation. . - -.
' " s-'r' ' ■
■
■.■-.-.
' •.■
: ; .;. ,.,...
(e)

*•■•'■'

Discipline:' The power to exercise some aspects of disciplinary
control.'

'

:■:=..

+

Supplement to the Trinidad ah'd;;Tobago Gazette Vol.8 No. 97'

++

Supplement to .the Trinidad and Tobago Gazette Vol.9 No.

September 1969.

19 November'1970.

'■

.

;"

.,-■-..

:
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(iii)

,.:

To.the Board of the Water and Sewerage Authority

..

(a)

Acting Appointments:

details as per IDC

(b)

Appointments (details as per IDC)

(c)

Transfers and Secondment (as per Port Authority)

(d)

Promotion (as per IDC)

(e)

Discipline (as per IDC)

. (f). Granting of Increments.
. , ; .annual increments. . .

,:

_

'

' '

v ■ '

'

'

,.,,-.

.

The power to grant
.
*■■'■ ■ ■-■
■>

The exercise of all powers delegated above,
of

';'

must be guided by regulations

the Statutory Authorities Service Commission Regulation.

II... Office of the Chief Personnel. Officer

.

}

The'Chief Personnel Officer and his department are responsible for aspects
of the personnel function for the following utilities:

(i) ..Water and Sewerage Authority

(i'i)
(iii)

,

-

Public Transport Service Corporation
Port Authority of Trinidad and Tobago.

'

(

■

'■-•..■

■■-

These responsibilities include establishing and maintaining' classification
of utilities'*' staff, reviewing their remunerations, administering the regulations
respecting the service of those utilities and-providing for, arid establishing
procedures for consultation and negotiation between the utilities concerned

and the appropriate recognised trade union, with respect to: (1") classification,
(2) grievances,.(3) renumeration, and (4) terms and conditions of;employment.

The function of the Chief Personnel Officer with respect to grievances is shared
..with the Statutory Authorities Service Commission.

--

■-■

■ . .

The functions of the Chief Personnel Officer may be seen in two broad

categories.:

(a). Industrial Relations and (b) Human Resource Development.

The trailing function which is an integral part of Human Resource development,

is administered through two organs:

The Central Training Unit, and the Public

Service Training Committee.
The.Central Training Unit is responsible for
organising training programmes mainly in management, administration and related
areas. .The.Public Service Training Committee is concerned with monitoring
scholarship training.
This committee consists' of representatives'of the Ministry
of Finance, the Personnel Department, the Public Service Commission, Ministry
of Petroleum and Mines and the Ministry of Education.
It is interesting to
note that the Statutory Authorities and the^ public, utilities have no representa
tion on this committee.

+

Government Notice No. £58.
and Tobago.

.

December 1971-

'.. (

-

Government Printer, Trinidad

":
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III. Organisation'arid Management Division

11

I :,:,■■

The objectives'of the organisation and management;, division.fseem/;tp be-,...
threefold:+

First,

to promote:greater efficiency in operations and

activities, of government

agencies;

secondly,, to provide_a management . ....

consultancy servite, to government heads of departments and.'thirdly, }:o try

. ,.- f ;

and instill a1 greater1 consciousness and productivity among staff. The
: ._1(,
division for'instance'undertakes'organisational surveys,' as well'as' co-. . [ "'t'..^'...
ordinates requests for changes in office management and layout. The'Division1 is
role is essentially advisory, and though it operates mainly as ..a;J.central... ■^-.q-jTj
government agency, within recent time it has become involved in the work of
at .leasi:. two public utilities, the Water and Sewerage ..Authority and the
.,.
PuMlc^Tr'anspo'rt' 'Service Corporation -'in the area'of staff;." salary review ',.. ;,s.

and trairiii'igl

" ~:'; "■...',.'.,,

'

'"...'"

■'■■. ■..'■■'.. ..

■. ■

■-■ '

.

rr:-1 ■,■:.,,

The'1 Trinidad and Tbbago Electricity Corporation, does pot fall ■ withirT' . ..,:'.,;
the ambit oif'the above ag'eii/iies," but operates^withj.n the' context "of its 9m" ,;r,

personnel'.'department,'"

■■■;■"'

'

"' " . r . "v

the PER^NN'ri11 Action- in THf:PtffiLic sectorOrganisational Arrangements

••■-

-

-

.

-

■

■;_;■■ "\'

"

hi
Tnb'public sector organisations which -Ho not fail", wittiiri^
the scope of the .;
Statutory Authorities'Act all have their own internal, organizational __.' , ,r
,, .t

arrange'mehtsV'with" no "external agency'with" such "direct control' as the Statutory:;
Authority Services Commission.

companies.

M,

.

These organisations are the newer public sector

. :

...

.

.

if

,,>-.,.., ■■>,;.- .-..

,. .-. -■>■•■{■

An ari'al^sis'of' tne^oreahi'satibnal arraneeme'rits for the personnel.! function., .
in all of ,these'organisations shows .that, there is. an .easily^identifiable

"'. ^. ..:.py,

personnel function,\ The number of people involved in vtHe function varies '.","''. .....
between the companies',' with'some'firms having tfwb people,'' tp, others ..with V .^. \",".! ,

personriel 'dstablis^mehts of over fifty.^ ",',_ ':'"'/ ■'■'_' ' '."'..; ,'.,..]'".. ,.'•■'

",'.. Vi :^^'' i, j. j...:--

The1'policies,'.rules .and ■regulations with respect to the\.personnel^function ,...

in these' 'firm's'are 'irhle'^Sspohsibility of irhe firms thems^elve.s, .,and generally
fall under the purview of the boards of the organisation's.
Jr.

Notwithstanding the fact that the' public utilities 'operate ^withiri the

context
xt of'Statutory r^gulat'iqns,' 'and ^a
^ 'Commission
'Coii
'the'alp/have^persorine
'they'alsp/^have^persorinel,''
?J
establishments'
lishments' within''theiV'dr^anisatrions.
within''theiV'dr^anisatri
T^e^e. 'R^r^pmel^deparltmerits^ar^e f' /
generally headed by a' 'personnel"manager.' Where t'he Statutory .Authority' '^ '..
has delegated powers 4(o utilities,' it is their persorinel departments who" ■'*'."'. *,[
execute the- persPnh'eT'function on behalf of the authority.
Even where
authority has not been delegated the personnel departments perform day to day

+

unpublished paper of 0 and M Division,

1977-

^,.
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personnel functions.
In all cases they are responsible for reporting
periodically to the Statutory Authorities Commission.-• — --—<• —

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

'

..

In considering personnel practices in the public sector, this section "
will follow the earlier outline of personnel management activities.+ Both '.
the public utilities, and other public sector companies will be treated
within.this section.

PERSONNEL PHILOSOPHY'

"

'

'.

:

•

'

'

' ''"

■' ';

•

'

;

■

It has been difficult to identify a clear statement of.personnel philosophy,

within the public utilities.
Personnel Manuals do not exist'for individual !
utilities.
Their guiding documents then are their respective Industrial
ll
Agreements,.and the Statutory Authorities Act. ^either of.these documents
however attempt a statement.aoput the concept and approach with, respect to'"'
personnel management. :The philosophy, such as if is then, emerges out of day >w
to day activity.
The environment within the utility manifests the traditional "
bureaucratic authoritarian principles, downward communication,-and .highly
centralised decision-making.
Discussions of public bureaucracy identify
these as characteristic of civil service organisations.
.
.
The Machinery established to service th^ pub?.ic utilities, evolved out,'

of the traditional ciyil servicej and'continues to be.wedded organically to,. ,.

it.
There.has; been no attempt to develop any new"guidelines for the public
utilities'!
% ' 'i:
""'
'
'
'■''■'
■
'
■'_'."'•■ "'■ ''■'-'"-■'■'!'
The other public sector organisations, while not being tied to the'
Statutory regulations Iv&ve also not developed any philosophical positions
with respect to', the^ human resource.
A few of the largerpublic sector
companies have"developed personnel manuals.
Even where these have been
developed however,'they have tended to concentrate"more.on outlining
procedures,

■••■■■•"

'"

rather than developing some new approaches to the management of

their workers.
There has been no attempt to look at the relationship of workers
to,*^e decision making process and no framework within which communication -.
flows would be'improved.
Here too, therefore the operating philosophy is

one of rigid authoritarianism^

"

'

'

'

;

•

■

In the absence of a personnel phiiQspphy which identifies the development

of man, as the'central focus of'operation, the organisations continue to

foster alienating'work, environment's^-1 !tne state machinery has further

entrenched an ehvirorimeni: which removes"the incentive to develop more
meaningful personnel philosophies.
Not only does labour legislation make

it difficult for legal strikes to take.place,'but this has been further .

+

See earlier section on Personnel Management - An Overview.

. .
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bolstered through legislation which has made a number of services essential

services.

Strikes by^workers in essential services are outlawed,

include Water and Sewerage Authority Services,
of which fall

jhese

.. .

and Airline Services ,-.-hpth..

within the ambit of the public sector.

Workers therefore are

constrained .in the* avenues whichr.they may express discontent.

With such

legal protection Management see no.urgency to change any of their approaches
.to personnel

management.

weapon operating against

Moreover,

The

state machinery therefore becomes an important

the development of more

humane .personnel philosophies.

none of the monitoring or regulating agencies include a

personnel audit in their evaluation procedure.

called upon to account ifor the development,
within their organisations.

-

■

Managers therefore are not

morale,

or attitudes, of workers

,

MANPOWER PLANNING '..'."

.

■

' ,

There exists no concei ;ed and ongoing system of manpower planning in
While all the utilities, and many other public, sector
.
companies have identified shortages-of manpower in certain key areas, there
is very little continuous forecasting of needs, and no consistent planning
machanism which would seek to identify approaches to meet projected :manpower
needs.
■
i.
.-■■.■
: .■
-..-,..■,.,
the public sector.

.

.Indeed one public utility in justifying its lack of planning generally

noted that the company abandoned the idea of five year development programmes,
because.the company "is in, and is probably the only Statutory body or public
utility which is in fact in competition".+
■
, , ;
..
.
,

Other pub.lic sector officials blamed the lack of/planning on the .extreme ...
state of uncertainty, within which they operate.
It was noted that in the
■ ■,'
absence of clear government plans, it was difficult to develop organisational *
plans.
This undoubtedly is a valid ground-for concern. ...
. .
•■ ;? , j .■. .

The absence of manpower planning makes recruitment exercises haphazard and
ad hoc.
Indeed the organisational and job analyses which should accompany•, ■ . .
organisation's manpower plans are also absent.
These analyses would serve
to identify jobs within the organisations; they would develop job descriptions
and job^specifications, ,all of which ought to form the basisfor recruitment.,

and selection.- ■•■..■..

.-

•

:n-■..■'■

■

< j i '■-■;.- \...

.■' .

■■:;.='

In the case of the public utilities the office of the Chief Personnel
Officer is responsible, for this function in respect of monthly. .paidvstaff.
All of the utilities however have ^inadequate job descriptions.; and job
specifications.
In the absence of ,these;it is, clear that hiring decisions,
will 'be- made' on hon job. related criteria...
■
.
.*'■■:■

+

Statement of a Public Transport Service Corporation representative
at Conference oh Public Utilities. , 30 June 1977.

. .:..
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In; one public utilityfJ.and; two other public : sector' companies' job
: - '-'■■ evaluation exercises-have-recently been, undertaken.' This exercise will provide
the necessary.job.descriptions.and specifications*. *;
■ ,
>vo-' ;■■.-.
•
' .'-.■■}■>:.
Clearly the history of.hiring into these, organisations in the past-had;::
job, and ,the ability-of-recruits to

little.to\do with the demands of the

perfor»i.them.'.

Indeed the-hi-story of appointments of' many- who; are now- in

;

senior positions,- -wi Unmake-,them-reluctant toJ agree. t6 a revision/of any

■■-'■■'

i>'

manpower planning system.

The absenceiof.. rational^ approaches to .manpower planning must^also1 ""•■
affect..the;:organisation of- training within the organisations.

Training-

decisions ought to be based on an analysis of who needs what i training.- '•

■'

"

>'■!•

'

•'

This review however demands a clear perception of'the requirements of different
jobs, and of the ability of incumbents to perform the jobs.
Trairiiiig^in
L ■''
most cases now therefore is an ad hoc arrangements,

where selection of people

to be .trained, is ;base<J-,onj.tach:'spurious-criteria as: i"whose turn-is-it :fdr
a trip^'l ^,"Wiq; can-w^..spare?;'/ or.i"!Vho do.; we-need; to/get1 rid of for a while?" ;i
The planned-development: of people.in.the organisation is therefore non^-existaht,

■•n ;;":-:-!..; -.!"-f*; ■-.■:- ■

■■■■■■:■ ,v Vv;

,w:-..;---:

• ■ V: T' •/■■■.■-■■ no t '• ;:> ■ :-r± </• ' .-l:'^:'' ■'"■;-■■/ .-.»

■■j;;jIn,_. addition., to this,-... decision, .(to-.'send workers^to.-itraining courses :!must;v
be channelled through the Civil Service training committee.

sation not only slows down decision making,

'■■

This central!—v"

but removes from managers the

real ^authority*. Jro-plan. training.-.schedules' .frr workers^in theirVorgani'sations.
;,■■■■:;:• ,i't~i-:\ ■',-.,;

7'-.-.:..'..'' "■

•! •'.

'I.'". ..'1/

..-/i'5

■ ■

•' -'"

"-'-'$

.'■"*-.■ "'.':^:

;''-

.U^'j: '•.':.

■

•

'.'■■'■.

*■■;■■.;■

... :The absence of, such systems.;would also, make'-it difficiilt-vto 'develop ivl;-'';

.'

meaningful employee appraisal systems. .''Appraisal^system.ought to be oriented'.1
towards the development of the workers.
This however also needs a notion
of ,what the ;worker: ,Qught to v be able to do, which would permit meaningful^
objectives ,to-be. jse.t, against ..which performance may be measured.
Without

.' ' V

these, performance measures stereo-typed confidential report 'forms are used,5 *?'■'
which really fail to provide the worker-with a yardstick-to measure his1

■••''■*"■'■'■:<

real development.

PERSONNEL. INFORMATION. SYSTEMS

. -:-,.■

'■ i

\

•

;•■■■

'- -

- -!it ^/.v-1

,^\-;^

. ... :Tl?ere...is. no really organised personnel information* system for-:.the public
sector..,. Such .a .-system which

abilities,

promotability,

'

would provide current information' on- workers

special

talents and skills etc.,

ought to=be

:

available to facilitate maximum utilization of available skills.

The development-of.,such a system would necessitate on—going personnel
research.

Even as

the. public

sector has expanded >there

.

'

has been no .attempt

to do any. personnel, research, work. : This research- work:would be important nbt
only to provide a personnel inventory, but-would also: concern'itself with morale
and attitude surveys.

There is also the need to investigate job design and
and their effects on productivity, attitudes_^e^c..T..^,_.

organisational structures,

The public sector is proceeding, therefore.1 without the. basic data it\needs
to construct personnel polities which will ensure efficient and effective
operation.

PAMM/PA/7

CONCLUSION

Historical forces have clearly shaped the approaches to personnel
management in both the public and private sector.
A review of personnel
management in the private sector also reveals, a contempt for .ttie mas.s o.f_ ,., .
workers.
Most private sector organisations also fail to develop personnel'
manuals, the manpower planning is also non-existent, their management styles

also ■authoritariahv •■' ";;'■ ^ "'■":'"':-': ;"';" -:-

•" j"

" -" 1'*;;1;

''■*-'

The new bureaucratic elite, managing public sector enterprises, like
their private-sector equivalents*": have: hot moved to change;existing management
styles.-"This-'managerial class-evolving.^as it does out of traditional public
service bureaucracy-'may feel-miichr;more secure with the centralisation, and
non-participation which now characterises personnel policies in the public
sector.
It is critical to note therefore that any change must^ entail ■..

structural aVwell;as personnel^change;■ The development of. any new personnel
philosophy will have to Tdeiii. with the development of a new. man to execute it.

'; 1'

i'J

.

■>■ * ;-'*
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